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EDITORIAL
Outside the sun is shining. I know I should be out there fertilising the lawn
but here I am once more, sitting at my computer and hoping that I shall be
able to put a readable and interesting “Runway 22” together!
Suddenly realised that I have been doing this now for 11 years! I should
be losing my panic attacks by now!
Fortunately I continue to receive amusing stories and anecdotes and I am
grateful for the support I receive.
Last month was the occasion of our 27th AGM and our Chairman, Martyn
Cook, has once again been able to write an optimistic report.
The Control Tower Museum is now open again each Sunday from 2pm to
4.3opm. Any of our members are welcome to volunteer to lend a hand.
Many questions are asked and it is an enjoyable experience meeting so
many enthusiastic visitors. You will surprise yourself at your own knowledge!
One outing which we are hoping to organise again this year is a visit to
the magical Shuttleworth Collection. Aircraft from the Edwardian era and
the Great War all fly if weather conditions are suitable. It’s a great day out
for a picnic on the grass and to view these historic old aircraft so closely.
Those of you who have been before will be keen to go again and all those
who have not yet been – you don’t know what you are missing!
We have sadly seen the passing of some of our old friends during the past
year. Martyn Cook, in his report, refers to them.
ED

27th AGM REPORT
The society held its AGM with the Community Hall quite full. This may
have course been due to the Charles “Holly” Hall photographic competition which was held during the second half of the evening.
The AGM held no surprises and followed a prepared agenda. Having
dispatched the first three items of the agenda it was time to hear from the
Society Treasurer, Peter Durrell. His figures were very encouraging and
reported a very successful year. He went on to say that this was mostly

The Winning Photograph

LIE IN THE DARK AND LISTEN - Author unknown.
Lie in the dark and listen.
It’s clear tonight and they’re flying high,
Hundreds of them, thousands perhaps,
Riding the icy, moonlit sky.
Men, machinery, bombs and maps,
Altimeters, guns and charts,
Coffee, sandwiches, fleece-lined boots,
Bones and muscles and minds and hearts,
English saplings with English roots,
Deep in the earth they’ve left below.
Lie in the dark and let them go;
Lie in the dark and listen.

Reminder

- If you enjoy Runway 22 and would like to
continue receiving it but have not yet re-joined then...

Contack John Bulbeck Membership Secretary - Don't Wait!!
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MONTHLY MEETINGS ROUNDUP
For our January meeting we were entertained by Mr Norman Honeybell,
who gave us an illustrated talk based on a visit to several aviation museums
in the United States. Norman, who comes from Bury St Edmunds, was
accompanied by his friend, Ted Thomas.
Way back in 1991 Norman and his wife visited relations in Ohio and
proceeded from there all the way down to Florida, visiting several aviations
museums on the way. Many slides were shown during the evening. He said
how fascinating it was to discover so many obscure aircraft types. His
abiding memories were the hospitality he received and the cleanliness of the
museums.
Our February meeting broke all records for attendance! Standing room only
at the back as about 200 people attended to hear the latest on the “Vulcan to
the Sky” project.
Andrew Edmundson is Chief Technical Director for the “Vulcan To The
Sky” project and his talk outlined the history of this ambitious project to
once again get one of the iconic “V” bombers into the air again. After
several years of dedicated work by an enthusiastic team Avro Vulcan
XH558 finally flew once more from an airfield in Leicestershire on October
18th last year.
The project has so far cost in excess of 6 million pounds and further millions
are required to keep her airworthy for an estimated 10 years. Once again we
should see the great showstopper of air shows strutting her stuff again.
The plan is to achieve a full display licence during the coming few months
and she has already been booked for numerous air shows for the current
year. The whole enormous project has taken from the early 90’s and
Andrew Edmundson conceded that more than once it was doubted whether
the project would be successful.
March and Mr Paul Strugnell gave an interesting account of his 24 years
service in the army. 17 of those years was as a helicopter pilot with the
Army Air Corp. Paul’s career took him to Germany and Northern Ireland
and back to Germany before being sent to Kenya. There he flew a helicopter
at an indicated 21,000ft over Mount Kenya.
April was the occasion of our AGM and the annual “Holly Hall” photographic competition. This has been reported earlier in the newsletter by our
Chairman, Martyn Cook.

because of the Film Evening held at the Riverside Theatre, Howard
King’s inspirational idea and the Control Tower “Fun Day”, a yearly
event which has to be said was the best ever. All proceeds from these
events went to the Control Tower Museum Fund.
Following Peter was the Membership Secretary John Bulbeck. He reported a loss of 21 members who failed to re-new their membership at the
beginning of the 2007/8 year but, went on to say that 70 new members
joined the society during the year. This left the membership for 2007/8 at
336 the highest ever. John went on to say that 62 members had already
paid for their membership for the 2008/9 year and fully expects more to
re-join after the AGM, a very promising start to the year.
The Chairman then gave the traditional Chairman’s report during which
he thanked the President Gordon Kinsey for his support and for agreeing
to continue as President for another Year. The previous two speakers had
both mentioned the quality of speakers at our regular monthly meetings.
The chairman continued this point and agreed that the high turn out of
members was down to the quality and subject of the speakers and told
Vicky Gunnell (Programme Secretary) that the society was most grateful
to her for all her hard work. He went on to thank all the other committee
members, the Control Tower working group and various individual members who had contributed so much over the year, space precludes me from
naming each one with an account of their hard work but the society is
grateful to you all.
The 2007/8 year was brought to an end and the meeting handed over to
Vice President Vicky Gunnell in the absence of our President Gordon
Kinsey to begin the process of re-election. As there were no “new
volunteers” and the outgoing committee had already agreed to stand again
which shortened the process considerably. Having elected the Chairman
with the endorsement of the membership The Chairman very quickly
re-elected the old outgoing committee, again endorsed by a show of hands
from the floor.
With no name changes all Committee Members listed on the back cover
of each and every newsletter remain as is for the coming year.
Martyn Cook – Chairman

ED
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The Lincoln aircraft at Martlesham were used by the Bomb Ballistics
Unit. (BBU), later part of the Aircraft and Instrument Experimental
Unit (AIEU)
A total of 10 were used by the unit, their duties being the dropping of
various weapons over the Orfordness Range for research into their
trajectory.
The bombs used were inert and included nuclear as well as conventional types. They were tracked by instrumentation on the ground and also,
on occasions, by a flare in the tail of the bomb.
Apart from their use by Bomber Command, Lincolns were used as test
beds for various purposes. It was these aircraft that formed the most
interesting of the Martlesham Lincolns.
As test beds, the outer pair of engines replaced by a variety of turboprop and jet engines, as well as the odd one mounted in the nose in
place of the nose gun turret.
The modified aircraft were of use by BBU for high altitude drops as
they were enabled to climb much higher than the standard Lincoln’s
normal ceiling of 23,000 ft. In fact they have been known to operate
over Orfordness at heights of over 40,000 ft. An amazing achievement
by both aircraft and crews , as the Lincoln was not pressurised. The
crews were selected after being checked in the decompression chamber
at Farnborough.
The following Lincolns were used by the unit :RA366, a conventionally powered aircraft which served from June
1947 (being delivered initially to Woodbridge) until 12 December
1949, It was coded ‘A’. After a spell at Farnborough, it returned on 20
October 1950 until 19 May 1953 when it was delivered to 34 MU for

Germans did not like the Mosquito!
American Boeing B17 bombers operated by the RAF could fly considerably higher than the British bombers and were used to provide a high
altitude “umbrella” above the bombers streams. Radio transmitters
jammed German early warning Radar and radio transmissions and
German speaking crew aboard would give false instructions to the
Luftwaffe pilots. Liberators were also used for this.
Tactics were constantly changing. A technique known as “conditioning”
was used. Spoof raids would be carried out by aircraft from 100 Group.
They would drop “Window” to confuse the enemy as much as possible.
Despite the fact that German countermeasures could by now differentiate between aircraft and the metallic strips all this had to be analysed and
in the heat of the battle Window continued to be a valuable defence for
the rest of the war. The enemy would be forced to send night fighters up
to attack. An attack which came to nothing as the RAF Mosquitoes fled
for home. A spoof raid on Keil was followed the following night by a
major attack on Bremen by hundreds of RAF bombers. They flew over
the same area as the previous night and were totally ignored by the
Germans, who assumed it was another spoof raid.
Spoof raids often took place on the same night as real raids. 100 Group
aircraft would drop “Window” in several areas in the vicinity of German
cities and the Luftwaffe would be forced to send up night fighters
hunting for shadows. Meanwhile the real bomber force target a different
city and these would be accompanied by Fortresses flying above them
and also dropping “Window”.
Of course German electronic countermeasures were employed, often
with considerably success. Allied bomber losses due to IFF (Identify,
friend or foe), being left switched on were high. Not until an American
raid was not intercepted because the “penny had dropped” and IFF was
switched off was there an improvement. “Monica” was installed in the
tail of all RAF bombers to identify echoes from enemy attackers. Both
these devices worked in reverse and Monica in particular enabled the
Luftwaffe pilots to home in on the transmissions from Monica. Many
aircraft were lost before we realised that the enemy had developed such
devastating counter-measures.
ALAN POWELL
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The Avro Lincoln bomber was intended to succeed its more famous
brother, the Lancaster. It came into service too late for action during
WW2 and only 73 were built. As a flying test bed for jet engines of
various types it was used here at Martlesham. Our Archivist, Alan
Smith has written the following.
ED

MARTLESHAM

LINCOLNS

until the end of the war.
Another simple device went by the name of “Tinsel”. A microphone was
placed in the engine bay of a bomber. The deafening noise was transmitted on the same frequency as the German ground-to-air radio frequencies. The night-fighters were then unable to speak to the ground
controllers. RAF personnel who spoke German would tune into the
night fighters frequency and give false information.
Despite all our efforts RAF losses were mounting and in November
1943 Number 100 Group (Special Duties) was formed. The “special
duties” were specifically to co-ordinate all the electronic measures and
to develop new devices to counter the ever-increasing efficiency of
enemy Radar equipped night fighters.
The headquarters of 100 Group was at Bylaugh Hall in Norfolk. They
operated from eight airfields in that area with a total of approximately
260 aircraft. 140 of the total number of aircraft were Mosquitoes. The
remainder consisted of Halifaxes, Stirlings, Wellingtons, Fortresses and
Liberators. The Group also operated Beaufighters for a short time.
Not surpisingly the versatile De Havilland Mosquito figured prominently in all this. A range of electronic “homers” were fitted which detected
the Luftwaffe Radar and radio transmissions and allowed them to “home
in” and attack them. Other Mosquitoes would patrol the area of the
enemy aerodromes and pounce on the returning night fighters.
Officially Mosquitoes accounted for 258 enemy losses for the loss of 70
Mosquitoes during the period 1944-5. However, actual Luftwaffe losses
were much worse than this. The enemy were so fearful of the ever
present marauding Mosquito that a high proportion of crashes were
caused as the German pilots hurriedly came into land on the poorly lit
runways. A state of what became known amongst German pilots as
“Mosquitpanik” existed.
Luftwaffe night fighter losses became so severe that they were adding
an extra man to the normal crew of three. This was to divide up the radio
and radar duties and keep a backward watch for the approach of our
Mosquitoes. The extraordinary result was that four men were operating
in a Luftwaffe night fighter operating over Germany and being harassed
by two men in a British night fighter operating from England! The

disposal.
RA638 was delivered on 5 November 1948 and left on 30 November
1951 when it was delivered to Australia.
RA640 was at Martlesham from 8 May 1951 until 8 July and was also
delivered to Australia. for the Long Range Weapons Establishment
RA644 was at Martlesham from 21 December 1948 to 20 May 1949,
returning briefly on 3 October 1949 before flying to the Long Range
Weapons Establishment at, Woomera, Australia on 20 November 1949.
RA716, the first of the ‘Specials’ Originally fitted with Theseus turboprops in the outer engine positions, these were later changed to two
Rolls Royce Avon jet engines. It arrived on 12 March 1952 and
remained until 13 March 1956, when it was transferred to the Bombing
Trials Unit at West Freugh.
RA242 At Martlesham from 23 July 1948 coded ‘B’ until 16 June
1952 when it was flown to West Freugh.
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During its time here, on 12 March 1951, it suffered a mishap when,
being run up, the starboard mainwheel sank through the hard standing
causing Cat 3 damage resulting in repairs by an Avro working party.
(We have a bowl turned from part of the propeller in the museum
together with two pictures of the wheel in the hole)
RE258 Arrived from Farnborough on 2 May 1950 , spending two
further trips to Farnborough on 14 March 1950 and 14 August 1950. It
finally left Martlesham on
9 February 1951 for Boscombe Down,

finally going on to Australia .
RF456 arrived 17th February 1954 and left for Farnborough on 1st
April, 1957. It was flown on 29th June 1954 for photographing a dinghy
drop from what was probably a Shackleton flown from Martlesham.
RE259 Arrived for a short stay from 8 April 1948 before going to
Australia on 22 June 1948
RE418 Another of the converted Lincolns, It was fitted with two
Python engines in the outer positions and arrived on 29 February 1952,
leaving on 13 October prior to delivery to Australia.
RF403. Another converted aircraft, again with two Python engines.
This arrived on 4 November 1949 and remained until despatched to
ARDU in Australia on 3 March 1954.
Various mishaps also occurred to Lincolns at Martlesham, as recounted
more fully by various airmen, for our archives. Briefly they are as
follows;On one occasion it is reported that an aircraft returned with the bomb
hanging out of the bomb bay. After circling to use up fuel, it landed
safely.
On another occasion, on take-off, the bomb released and slid along the
runway.
A further incident occurred when the flare in the tail of the bomb
ignited and dropped under the aircraft as it was about to taxi out.
Although the aircraft was rapidly evacuated amongst all the smoke and
flames, the pilot realised what had happened and quickly re-entered the
aircraft and taxied in away to safely
I am sure that there are other stories but these are the ones we have
knowledge of in the museum. If you can add anything further, either
to these stories or of any further memories we would welcome them for
our archives.
Alan Smith (Archivist.)

the airfield. It crashed at Lt Bealings and the pilot was killed. One can
only suppose that perhaps the pilot was suffering from insufficient
oxygen in the cockpit and had passed out. It was known that this was a
fault with this type of aircraft.
Don Chapman goes on to say that in 1945 he was dodging DoodleBugs and V2’s in London. He was attending a BBC training school in
Maida Vale and later became a recording engineer for the BBC.
After the war Don was called up for his stint as a National Serviceman.
After initial training he was sent to No 1 Radio School at Cranwell and
helped to man the nearby VHF receiving station. Don was then posted
to Martlesham Heath.
Much information about those post-war Martlesham days. The BLEU
and the BBU. I regret that we do not have the space to reproduce Don’s
story in full but it is important that these stories are not forgotten.
Perhaps, Don, you might be able to publish a little book of your
fascinating career?
ED
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NUMBER 100 GROUP (SPECIAL DUTIES) RAF
The fascinating history of electronic warfare during the Second World
War has been the subject of several articles in Runway 22 over the years.
Bletchley Park and the Enigma code battle, the story of the “Y” Service
engaged in eavesdropping on enemy transmissions over the airwaves
are just two aspects of that separate war. The battle of measures and
counter-measures employed by both sides were both ingenious and
brilliant..
The allied air offensive over occupied Europe saw an electronic battle
of gigantic proportions. The ebb and flow of technical advances became a matter of life and death for allied aircrews.
Some measure were relatively simple. “Window” consisted of metallised strips thrown from aircraft. Initially this proved to be of considerable success. That is until German countermeasures succeed in
isolating the “signal” from the strips to the “signal” received from the
bombers. Nevertheless Window was used from the summer of 1943

held British technology in some contempt: Why else was Orfordness never attacked.
Preist was never given any reward for his courage. Indeed, the
radar boffins were generally given poor recognition for their
extraordinary achievements in helping win the war.

The Rolls Royce Avon powered Lincoln caused some amusement at
Martlesham when the “Flying Review’ Magazine declared that there was
no such thing as an Avon Lincoln. This led to the following poem being
sent to ‘Flying Review‘.

In a reference to the story of the V3 story that appeared in the January
issue of Runway 22 Paddy Heazell has appended the following. ED

You’ve heard of phantom fitters
And phantom riggers too
But have you read the story
In December’s ‘Flying Review’.
From a reader in the Midlands
Who says that he has met
A Lincoln, not with four Merlins
But two piston and two jet
What is this phantom aircraft?
They say does not exist
A spaceship down from Venus
Or perhaps a patch of mist
Maybe it’s a spaceship
Flown by Colonel Dare
You cannot shoot the darned thing down
Because it really isn’t there.
Alas you armchair experts
This time you dropped as clanger
Such an aircraft does exist
We have it in our hangar
So please inform John Postings
His eyes aren’t playing tricks
T’was our own Avon Lincoln
RA716.

Fascinated by the V3 story. Quite new to me.
Just another footnote however. There is no record of Barnes
Wallis visiting Orfordness. BUT ... Tallboy was tested there for
the purposes you describe. It was the ballistics that the Ness
experts could advise - especially the fins to make it spin. So the
trials on King's Marsh were in relation to the shape of the fins:
no mock concrete U-boat pens etc were constructed because
penetration and explosion was not part of the Ness agenda.
Still no news from the Nt. Trust as to whether they will take on
my book. Fingers remain crossed.
PADDY HEAZELL

I have received an interesting letter from Mr Don Chapman. Unfortunately it is too detailed and lengthy to reproduce in full in Runway 22.
Don recalls his first visit to RAF Martlesham Heath in the early 30’s in
his Father’s Austin 7. Looking over the hedge and seeing the old
biplanes of that era.
In the early war years Don Chapman joined the ATC at Northgate
School. He is obviously a keen radio mechanic and was able to build a
simple radio. His radio interests clearly continued because when he left
school in 1944 he managed to join the BBC temporary wartime staff.
A medium wave BBC transmitter was located near to St Matthews
street swimming pool and he helped to run and maintain that.
Don remembers the Typhoons that were at Martlesham along with the
USAAF fighters. He also recalls the tragic episode when a Typhoon,
returning from a straffing raid, was seen to pass low and very fast over
Page 9

(Submitted by member Charles Phillips)
ALAN SMITH, ARCHIVIST
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LETTER SPOT
In the September 2007 edition of Runway 22 I was able to report the
existence of a new web site, www.Martleshamheath-rollofhonour.co.uk.
I have now received the following letter from Rob Drake who, with his
wife, created the website. Rob is with the Army Air Corp at Wattisham.
They both deserve our congratulations on the outcome of so much dedicated hard work.
ED
Dear Mr Powell,
My name is Rob Drake and I am the responsible for the RAF
Martlesham Heath roll of honour project. If possible, I would
like to offer the following for inclusion in the next available
issue of Runway 22.
The History of the former Royal Air Force station here at Martlesham Heath is very well documented in many books, arguably the finest and most comprehensive being “Martlesham
Heath” by Gordon Kinsey. Whilst these books concentrate on
the technological achievements and wartime successes behind
them all are very real human stories. Hugely significant events
happened on this very heath in two world wars and in the peace
that entwined it. Tragically these events were fraught with danger and as a result many young men paid the ultimate price in
the name of freedom and development.
The Roll of Honour project has been established to ensure the
perpetual memorial of those who lost their lives here between
1917 and 1963. There are several interesting aspirations in the
planning however a website has been set up to publish the information already held. During the first few months of operation the site suffered some difficulties however I am pleased to
say that thanks to the local web designer Mr. Linn Barringer, it
is once again fully operational. Please visit martleshamheathrollofhonour.co.uk or e-mail robdrake@tiscali.co.uk for more
information.
The project has been warmly received by veterans and the local
community alike. I would like to extend my gratitude to all who
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have supported the project thus far and look forward to welcoming new visitors and supporters in the future.
I have kept the text to a minimum but could enhance the entry
if required.
Your time, and assistance, is greatly appreciated.
ROB DRAKE
The next letter is from Mr Paddy Heazell from the National Trust at
Orfordness. You will remember that Mr Heazell visited us last
November to talk about the history of Orfordness.
Following my visit to you all in Nov. I have been reading
through your Sept issue and was very interested to spot the reference to the great Bruneval Raid. Members may be intrigued
to learn that there was a slightly closer link with Suffolk. Sgt
Cox was indeed the 'expendable' radar expert sent in to grab the
key components from the German radar station. But there was
another expert in the raid, Donald Preist. He was one of the
Bawdsey pioneers, recruited by Watson Watt in 1936. He will
therefore have been also an Orfordness man - the two places
were at that stage effectively one. Preist was one of the team
responsible for developing AI airborne radar on the 1.5 wavelength. In 1942 Preist - a civilian of course - was working at the
radar research station at Langton Matravers in Dorset, when he
was summoned to the Air Ministry, told to don an RAF officer's uniform (in case he was captured) and instructed to join the
raid and to identify the bits Cox had captured. He was regarded
as such a sensitive security risk that he was not allowed to leave
the (extremely dangerous) beach. He was NOT to risk capture:
Cox was! The key elements of the Wurzburg were indeed secured and the ingenuity of German technology came as a shock
to our radar experts. However, a fatal flaw was detected in the
German system, which enabled a jamming device to be supplied to allied aircraft. Wurzburg never again worked as efficiently. Amazingly, the Germans never discovered how or why
- until the war was over. This is further evidence that the Nazi's
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